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CLASSIFIED ATTACHMENT

[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
Mr. G. Robert Blakey  
Chief Counsel and Director  
Select Committee on Assassinations  
House of Representatives  
Washington, D.C.  20515  

Dear Bob:  

Forwarded herewith are our comments on the draft report on DeWheerschildt.  

Page 1. Phrase "not tied to any intelligence agency." Covers both domestic and foreign. Did not Warren Commission say no evidence of Soviet, etc? Imprecise as written.  

Page 15a. Moore was assigned in 1948 to predecessor organization of DOD.  

The job description is from a classified document. I believe we took exception before with citing Moore's job description. It is not essential to the story. Why not say that his duties in Dallas were contacting individuals in his area who had information on foreign subjects.  

Page 15b. Delete titles or descriptions of reports. That reveals specific interests. Delete all after Yugoslavia, at end of second line, paragraph 36.  

Page 18. Delete reference to Jerry Brown. Use descriptive phrase. Request delete reference to Office of Security. Also delete Cale Allen. He was a CIA employee with an organization acronym for which was DOD (not DoD, for Department of Defense). Also in following quotation.  

Page 19. Delete Czaikowski's name. Incidentally, he was on the Georgetown faculty (night teaching).  

Page 25a. Delete "by Robert Gottschling."

Page 27. Missing, Unable to comment.


Footnote 81-83. Simply cite "CIA files."

Footnote 84. CIA Memorandum, 13 April 1977.

Footnote 87. CIA Memorandum, 1 May 1964.

Footnote 89. CIA File.

Footnote 108. CIA Memorandum, 30 December 1977.

Footnote 111. CIA Memorandum, 7 May 1963.

Footnote 158. CIA Memorandum, 7 January 1964.

Very truly yours,

S. D. Breckinridge
Principal Coordinator, HSCA
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